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A BUCK A YEAR . . .

. . . is all you need to spend, even in these unsettled times, for the latest authentic news about golf developments and smart operating methods.

That's GOLFDOM'S modest subscription price.

Your dollar now, while you’re thinking about us, will be appreciated.

CERTAINLY WORTH IT!

by rangers and commandos, tumbling practiced by paratroopers, rope climbing perfected by the Navy in pre-flight schools, and hand-to-hand fighting are among the sports and conditioning activities explained in detail in this new physical fitness bulletin for boys. Many action photographs and drawings illustrate each technique. The bulletin also outlines a track program and given fundamentals of broad and high jumping, sprinting and distance running, obstacle racing and grenade throwing.

A rating chart will help every boy check his progress. A personal health chart will give him a chance to keep records on his physical condition. Many practical tips for keeping strong and physically fit are included.

Through the new U. S. Rubber bulletin on physical fitness, boys can study and practice the sports sponsored by the Government’s High School Victory Corps program, and can learn valuable ways they can help in the war program. The bulletin is available, free of charge by writing to Frank Leahy, director, Keds Sports Dept., 1230 Sixth Avenue, New York City. Club officials can secure copies for their caddies.
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